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The summit ridge also stopped a
three-man Basque team from Pamplona, consisting of Iñaki Araiz, Iker
Garcia, and Iñaki Garreta, who made
the second ascent of the other French
route put up in 2000, Macanacota (F7b
A2, Avrisani-Faure-Pouraz), a climb
that meets Pasta Religion at the top of
its 12th pitch. The Basque team, climbing in capsule style, fixed the initial
250m and then climbed the route with
two nights on the wall. Although the
rock is very good, they did not find perfect cracks, just discontinuous lines and
many pockets. Nevertheless, the terrain
was well suited to natural gear. The
three completed 14 pitches to reach the
top of the First Tower, then climbed a
little over one-third of the steep and difficult snow/mixed arête that leads to the
top of the Second Tower (and toward
the summit), before retreating. They
note that the left edge of the Second
Tower would be considerably easier but The west face of Yanashinga. Richard Hidalgo
is impossible to reach from the top of
the First Tower. The Basques found the quality of climbing good, the route always sunny, and
report one bolt at each belay. They also believe that the hard rock up to the top of the First
Tower could be climbed without a bivouac, if parties were to leave ice gear behind and travel light.
To the left a third party, Peruvians Diego Fernandez and Guillermo Mejía, made an
attempt on the 1984 Italian Route (Antonietti-Bianchi-Mondinelli-Mora), climbing more than
halfway up the face on July 29, at 5.10a. However, they were forced down by bad weather.
LINDSAY GRIFFIN, High Mountain INFO

CORDILLERA CENTRAL
Correction, note on naming. On p. 294 of the 2002 AAJ there was a report about climbing in the
“Cordillera Huarochirí.” “Cordillera” refers to a range or chain of mountains. While the nomenclature of Peruvian places is complex, it has been made clear to us, through several sources, that
Huarochirí is more accurately a large massif within the Cordillera Central (a commonly referenced
range, but not named on most Peruvian maps), rather than its own cordillera.

Yanashinga, West Face. One could consider Yanashinga (5,250m) the most technical and dizzying
mountain of the Tíclio group. It is located 135km east of Lima and has only two routes and not a
single repeat. The central highway reaches 4,818m, and through here runs the highest railroad in
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the world. The West Face (350m, MD 5.10a) had been attempted before but without success. I
had tried it, too, once arriving just 50m from the summit. Guillermo Mejía and I began the
route once together, and together we wanted to complete it.
We camped at the foot of the glacier that comes off Nevado Santa Rosa. We began the climb
early on December 19, via an ice ramp to the first belay station. The first three pitches involved
rock, with moves up to 5.9. On the fourth pitch Guillermo found himself stopped on vertical rock,
struggling to place protection. He had climbed an easy dihedral, but the exit was more difficult,
and he hadn’t placed a piece since the belay. Desperately he began cleaning in order to place something. The rock was bad, with big flakes one on top of another, and one of these flakes launched
and fell close to me, breaking on the backpack and causing almost everything inside to fall out.
The last two pitches were on horrible rock, without many options for protection, and loose rock
fragments covered in snow and ice. On the summit, Guillermo could not properly anchor, so he
belayed from inside a depression. We arrived on top around 6 p.m. We descended the east face,
which left us a roundabout detour around the mountain to arrive back at camp.
RICHARD HIDALGO, Peru (translated by Molly Loomis)

Yanashinga, Direct South Face. José Li Linway, Diego Fernández, and I left the village of San
Mateo (3,300m), arriving at Tíclio in the middle of the night and at the foot of the wall around
3:00 a.m on July 20. Roped as a team of three, with the third jumaring, we climbed two pitches of easy mixed terrain, followed a trough leading toward the central wall for two more pitches, then one more pitch traversing a lower ledge. Already we were at the foot of the great rock
wall. The sixth pitch was a rock wall that ended in a leaning chimney. I had climbed 15m when
I dislodged a flake, possibly 20kg. I held it in position for a moment, but its weight was too
much, and I let it fall. It cut the rope up which José would jumar. Apparently José delayed taking out the lower anchor, and that saved his life. We lost about 12m of rope, which limited us
on the following pitches. The following pitches reached M7 in difficulty, but exited onto a
mixed slope with a good belay station. From here up to the summit we followed a pair of WI4
pitches. The final three pitches had the worst rock we’d ever climbed, rock held in place only by
snow that precariously secured them. One pitch was impossible to protect. It took a huge
amount of work preparing those three belay stations, and still they were bad. We finished the
route (550m, M7 WI4 A2X) and arrived at the rocky summit at 8:30 p.m. We descended the east
face, with a bivouac imminent, a clear sky, but intense cold.
GUILLERMO MEJÍA, Peru (translated by Molly Loomis)

Nevado Huaguruncho, Tancash. Huaguruncho, meaning “the white tusk,” is the 24th highest
mountain in Peru (according to web pages that give the summit an altitude of 5,780m [See note
below for explanation—Ed]). Located in the Central Andes region, it is best reached from
Huachón, about three hours from Ninacaca (on the road from la Oroya to Cerro de Pasco,
seven hours from Lima). The Huaguruncho Range is not big, with only about 10 peaks above
5,300m, of which Huaguruncho is the highest. Its isolation makes it visible throughout the
region. The range being near the jungle, the weather is typically wet and cloudy most days of July
and August.

